Footfall Recovery
Driving footfall and spend in 2021

Footfall Recovery
We have developed a bespoke marketing
and communications approach for clients
who need to drive footfall-to-location to
fuel recovery in 2021.

Quick and agile approach to
marketing and communications
planning for places

Unique use of data to build
targeted campaigns to drive
footfall from your high-value
audiences

Accountable campaigns focused
on driving tangible, measurable
return on marketing investment

Our four-step process for building Footfall Recovery campaigns

Phase one

Phase two

Phase three

Phase four

Challenge and objectives

Audience definition and build

Strategy & creative solution

Evaluating impact

Our placemaking, destination
and retail experts work with you
to define the commercial and
communications objectives, and
to agree benchmarks for success

We review your data and
define with you your optimum
target audience.

We bring together experts in
retail, property, travel & culture
to develop holistic, integrated
marketing strategies, rooted in
insight and creative thinking, to
drive awareness, engagement,
footfall & spend

Using our proprietary
footfall tracking methodology,
we demonstrate how many
people your campaign drove
to location and which channels
were most effective

We then create a bespoke,
localised audience ‘playbook’
that forms the basis for
marketing and communications
activity using real-time digital
and social media insights

PHASE ONE: challenge and objectives
Footfall Recovery is an agile campaign delivery approach focused
on supporting the delivery of footfall to destinations looking to
kick-start recovery. It works for all destinations, including retail.
Our Footfall Recovery approach is focused on delivering returnon-investment through footfall and achieving maximum impact
over periods of three to six months.
Phase one of our process focuses on understanding your
destination audiences, objectives and developing a realistic,
but challenging, set of targets for communications activity.

Who can benefit from our
Footfall Recovery approach?
Our four-step Footfall Recovery approach can work
for any client who needs to drive people to a location
or event in 2021

Retail locations

Holiday
destinations

Marketing suites

Event venues

Restaurants
and pubs

Leisure destinations
and attractions

Cultural destinations,
e.g. museums

Footfall Recovery powered
by social and digital intelligence

Introducing Four’s proprietary insights
methodology: Mapper360®

Smart use of social and digital
media’s huge dataset

Beyond information: highly
actionable insights

Identification and profiling
of high-value audiences,
influencers, partners

Powering more effective
strategies, content and campaigns

PHASE TWO: Footfall Recovery audience definition and build
We find our unique Footfall Recovery audiences by fusing data from industry-leading consumer segmentations
with proprietary insights from Four’s Mapper360® methodology, which uses real-time data from social and digital
media to identify what our target audiences want and need from destinations right now.

Step one

Step two

Step three

Define the catchment area
using postcode data

Identify the CACI Acorn,
Experian MOSAIC or YouGov
segments most likely to visit
your destination

Use Mapper360® to understand
what matters most and now to
your target high-value visitors
in your catchment area using
robust, real-time data

Bespoke,
hyper-local
audience toolkit
to inform
communications
to high-value
visitors

Our marketing experts
embed our audience
insights into campaign
development, focused
on driving footfall
and spend
Our unique audience build approach
gets us closer to your high-value
audiences than any other agency.
Every audience we build can be
targeted through our communications
campaigns across owned, earned
and paid.
We understand your target audience’s
local and online shopping habits,
preferred brands, interests and what
they search for, the media they
consume, and what they want from
the places they visit.

PHASE THREE: strategic marketing & creative solution
We take the insights and audience toolkit and use it to create fully integrated marketing and communications
strategies that engage with B2B and B2C audiences to drive awareness, engagement, footfall and spend set
against the clients commercial objectives. The process we follow:

Development of
activations/reasons
to visit

Digital and
social campaigns

Communications
planning

Messaging & content
creation for all channels

Stakeholder
engagement

Lead generation and
ticket sales strategies

Narrative creation –
defining the campaign

Audience insights –
to develop channel and
messaging mix

Integrated communications
roll out across all channels –
owned, earned, paid

We use innovative techniques to track footfall and drive
further engagement on-location
We use an ROI-focused performance measurement and messaging methodology to track visits from people who engage
with paid digital campaigns.
This allows us to provide accountable measurement of the impact of digital campaigns.
We also use this data to then deliver new content and promotions to audiences who are on-location and ready to spend.

PHASE FOUR: Footfall
Recovery evaluation
We will develop a bespoke evaluation
framework tailored to your specific
strategic objectives.
Examples of how we measure return
on investment for Footfall Recovery
campaigns:
X

Footfall to location tracking for
paid digital marketing

X

Event attendance

X

Visitor surveys

X

Ticket sales

X

Retailer feedback

X

Voucher and promotional code usage

We work closely with clients, tenants,
retailers and footfall tracking agencies
to provide an holistic view of footfall
to location.

Contact us
If you have any questions about
our Footfall Recovery offering,
please get in touch at
info@fourcommunications.com

